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PREFACE
The scope of the responsibilities of the elementary principalship
varies from school district to school district because of the practices at
work in those districts.

For this reason a study of the elementary principal-

ship is timely.
This paper will treat of only a few aspects of the elementary principalship. First, it will deal w.ith the position of the elementary principal
as an educational leader.

'ftlen, it will trace the development or the prin-

cipalship and its supervisory function.

Since .maintaining adequate inter-

personal relations between staff is very important in the supervisory relationship, the characteristics needed for maintenance of this relationship
will be discussed also.
The second pa.rt, of the paper w.i.11 presem a review of the studies of
supervisory activities, techniques of supervision, and methods of evaluating
supervision.

Finally, the conclusions and outgrowths of this study will

appear in the su.mma.ry.
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CHAPTER I
THE PRINCIPAL AS EDUCATIONAL LEADER
Current educational writings indicate that the elementary principalship is emerging :from a subordinate, detail-laden role in education to a
position of leadership. Berore the elementary principal attains this position, however, he needs to learn first what constitutes good leadership, and,
second, he needs to strive to acquire the characteristics of good leadership.
Leadership defined
From the wealth of material describing leadership, two definitions
will serve our purpose.

of person upon person,

Van 1liller defines leadership in terms of impact

"Leadership is displayed when one persm affects

another person or a group of persons in such a way that common direction is
given to their eftorts •••• nl
It is worth noting that this is a generalization on leadership. It
might be used adequately to describe either the negative or the positive
qualities of leadership.
Since positive leadership is being stressed here, a supplementary
definition will complete the meaning of leadership.

This definition states:

"Leadership is a process of working with others to identify and achieve
desirable goals.n2
1van Miller, ed., Providing and Improvipg Administrative Leadership
for America's Schools, National Conference ot Protessors of l.ducational
Administration (Fourth Report; New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia thiverslty, 1951), P• 15.

2charles R. Spain Harold D. Drummond, and John I
F,ducational eadershi anA the El.ementa School Princi

Gttodlad
llew Yofic:

Types of leaders
A study of group processes will show various types of leadership.
The three types of leadership named by Reeder1 will be discussed. They are
(1) the autocratic leader, (2) the pseudo-democratic leader, and (3) the
democratic leader.
The autocratic leader is one who has responsibilities placed upon him
or who assumes responsibilities. He conceives and executes plans with little
help trom others. Frequently, the objectives which are determined by him
and his followers, are a direct outgrowth of his own ambition, drive, and
force of personality. Although his goals may be desirable, the conditions
for good group relations break down and in the absence of the leader the
effects of the leadership disintegrate.
The pseudo-democratic leader is cordial, friendly, and considerate
-

possibly a good mixer. He works with committees, organizations and

individual.a and emphasizes cooperation as he attempts to make "his" theories
into realities. Because he appears to put democratic processes into action,
he may fool his followers and., oftentimes., himself, but he does not develop
a working group which w:lll produce creative ideas.

Finally, there is the democratic leader who places the needs and
interests of his group foremost.

He knowu his own responsibility for leader-

ship based on research and sound educational practices. He works with the
group in planning and helping to achieve goals which w.i.11 benefit the
greatest number. At times, he yields his leadership position in the group,
but he still retains a responsible working role in it.
The laissez-faire type of leadership is too much in practice and too
present in literatllft to go unnoticed.

It might be said that this can hardly

1»twin H. Reeder, Sllpervision In The .Elementary School (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co • ., 1953)., PP• 113-132.

-3be classified as leadership since positive guidance ia lacking, since it
results so otten in confusion, and in the end other leadership must replace
it.
It should not be ass'tlllled that a particular leader is always one
leadership type. A leader is a nmJ.tiple personality in this regard.

He may

run the gamut from being very autocratic to being wholly democratic.

Never-

theless, it is hoped that an educational leader w.i.11 be democratic in most

or

his relationships.

The character

or

educational leadership

It it can be assumed that democratic leadership is the goal toward
which a principal should direct his efforts, then it i8 well to examine the
characteristics

or

a democratic leadership. Lists of leadership traits are

numerous and too often leave the reader confused. A cogent list of leadership traits is suggested by Spain, Drummond, and Goodlad:
Leadership supports a social philosophy.
Leadership Jill.St be democratic.
Leadership demands maturity.
A leader releases the talents of individuals.
A leader helps the group define its goals.
A leader respects individuality yet develops consensus.
a leader develops respect ror ev:id.ence.l
A.

cipal.

list of this kind could be especially valuable to the young prin-

If he puts into practice the characteristics described in this list,

he will have taken a long t"onrard. step toward. readhing the goal of good
leadership•
Illplicationa of the leadership
role on supervision

lt is within the area of supervision, as supervisory activities are
per.formed, that the elementary principal finds rich opportunities to
lspa.in, lJrummnd, and. bOodlad, op. cit., pp. 7-19.

-4dem.onstrate qualities of leadership.

In this area, too, his ability to

lead is tested daily.
Burton and Brueckner, in their book on supervision, have recognized

the essentiality of effective leadership, "The primary fwiction of supervisors of all types is leadership, plus the encouragement

am

recognition

of leadership i n ~ other person either on the professional staff or among
the community participants."1

1 William H. Burton and Leo J. Brueckner, Supervision: A Social
Process (3rd ed.; 1'4ew York: Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc., 1955), p. 5.

CHAPI'ER II
POINTS FOR PERSPECT.1.VE

History ot the elementary principal.ship
As mentioned. previously, the elementary principals hip has slowly

em.ergea into a position of educational. leadership. A better understanding
of its recent deve.Lepuent.; including the sttpervisor;y £unction, lli.ght COile

about from an understanding of the various stages or t.his growth.
The Twenty-Seventh Yearb<>Ok of the Department of Elementaey: Princi-

1:!!!

suggests this approach, wnen it recan.mends,

"That all principals now

in service and those now preparing to s_erve, snould review tne historical.

development of the principalship so as. to gain perspective on t.ne mo«ern
principal.ts supery-isory obligations.•1
SOllle mention of this develop:nent ill to be found in the textbooks in
elementary school adrdnistration.

The Seventh Yearbook of the De@rtment of

El.ementa.q School Princip.ls gives a most comprehensive survey.

It states

there are five stages in the development of the principal.ship, namely, the
one teacher stage, the heacl teacher stage, the building principal stage, the
teaching principal stage, and the supervising principal stage. 2

In the one teacher school, teaching was the primary- obligation of an
1 Department of Elementary School Principals, The "'1.ementa.ry School
Principa.lshi;e - Today and Tomorrow, XXVII (September, 1948}, p. 109.
2Depa.rtment of Elementary School Principals, The Elementary School

Principa.lship, VIL (April, 1928), Chap. II.

-6individual.

However, he also was in charge of the bui.Lding and record keeping

ann had atdmigistrative responsibility to the superintendent of schools.
Before the midd.Le or the nineteenth cent~ it •s fo&d that the
enrollments in some of the schools in the eastern part of the United States

had. increased. to tne extent that it became necessary to appoint more than
one teacher to a school.

Since there was need for centralization of authority,

one teacn.er was appointed the head teacher.

The head teacher •s responsible

tor admitting pupils to school, keeping attendance, maintaining discipline,
making reports, program making, and testing.
By mid-century- some of the head teachers were named teaching prin.oip&.1.s, but they still retained most of the

duties of the head teacher •. In

some cases, especially in larger cities, they were released from teaching
duties ror a portion of the day to per!om the duties of the principal.

After the Civil War, there •s a growing interest 1n public scboal
education whion •s reflected in a growth of school systems. Superintendents
found their school systems increased in size to the point that it became

difficult to handle all the details of administration.
ca.me the appointmen1'. or building principals.

Out of this need

These individuals were freed

from teaching duties and given the responsibility for administration of a
building.

A small number of superintendents also advocated that the

principals supervise, but this practice was not found. to any extent until
aft.er the turn of the century.
The supervising principaJ. is a professional deTelopment of recent
7ea.rs.

In addition to his administrative and clerical. duties, -r.he supervis-

ing principal is chiefly responsible for instructional improvement. B7
definition, he is "one who has more than 75 per cent of his ti.Ille free from
teaching duties.•l

1 Ibid, P• 157 •

-7F&ch or these stages, although considered a development

or

the last

centur:, and a half, can be observed today in actual practice in various parts
or our country.

In lllinois, one still sees :many teaching principals and

building principals, but the one teacher and head teacher stages have nearly
disappeared, since the beginning of coamnity

ago.

wt

school districts ten years

SuperY"ising principals are increasing in number.

A local status study

During 1956-1957, a status study' was undertaken

or

the elementary-

principalship in a ten-county area in eastem lllinois. The study is based
on a 57 per cent return at a questionnaire sent to 109 principals. Bi.ghty-

two per cent ot the principals were •ployed in cOJllllUnit;r unit school districts. Analysis ot the data revea.Led that 62 per cent

in charge

or supervision in

111:,erYiaed in two b11ildings.

or

the prinoipalswre

only one building; 20 per cent of the principals
Four of the principals reported they super-

vised in frem eight to thirteen buildings.
Twenty per cent of the principal.• indicated they spent no tiae in

supemsion. il:>eventeen per cent spent less than one-tenth ot their tirae in
••pervision.
Eighty-tour per cent reported they are airectly responsible for a
program of supervision. However, according to our definition ot a

auperv-i■-

ing principal., onl.7 'J7 per cent can be classified under this category.
If there is any significance in these figure•, other than showing

the professional status of elementary principals in eastem lllinois, it is
the indication that most ot the elementary principals are expected to supe~
vise, but <!Ill:, slightly- mre than half ot them are giTen sufficient time to

do so. 1

percentages were figured from. the numbers given.

The development of the supervisory
role of the elementary principal
As early as 1914, a reference to the supervising principal, appearing in A Cyclopedia of Education, describes the principal thus:

The chief educational officer in responsible charge of a school.
When a principal is assigned. to the supervision of several scho£ls
in the same neighborhood, he is called a supervising principal.
In the same volume is a discussion of supervision containing the statement,

"Historically the professional supervision of teachers in service has

evolved from the lay function of inspection of schools where cursory visitation and judgment were domine.nt.n 2
The same article gives more than two-thirds of its space to a discussion of inspection.3 It is easy, therefore, to see 'Why principals, llho supervise, have thought of inspection as their chief duty.
sion has predominated.

'fflis type of supervi-

As a result, many teachers feel, and with some justi-

fication, that supervision in education, like that in industry, is inspection
and evaluation by "superiors."

Burton and Brueckner point out:
Traditional supervision consisted largely of inspection of the
teacher by means of visitation and conference carried on in a
random manner, with directions imposed on the teacher by authority
and usually by one person. Modem supervision, by contrast, involves
the systematic study and analysis of the entire teaching-learning
situation, utilizing a carefully planned program. that has been
co-operatively derived from the situation and which is adapted to
the needs of those involved in it. Special help is also given
individual teachers 'Who Ell&QDter problems that cannot be solved by
ordinary- group procedures.'+
1Paul Monroe, Ed., A Cyclopedia of B:lucation, V (New York:
Jlaemillan Co., 1914), P• 38.

2 Ibid., P• 468.

3~ . , PP• 469-473.
¼urton and Brueckner, op. cit., 3rd Ed., P• 13.

The

'!'he principal. ot today is expected to assume responsibility in the
area of supervision. A new bulletin of the State ot lllinois gives support

to this statement,
In general, the principal is immediately responsible in matters
of supervision; and as special supervisory duties are accepted b)"
regw.a.r teachers, these individuals will plan and develop their
activities with the approval of the principal and the cooperation
ot the principal and the staff. .An efficient superYisor llUSt observe
and evaJ.uate class and extra-elf•• work, and he must help teachers in
many ways to improve this work.
Modem supervision defined

Successive editions of a book on supervision published under the
authorship of Barr, Burton, and Brueckner in 1947 and 1955, respectively,
ccimtain definitions of supervision.

These reveal a changing view about the

scope and nature of this responsibility of supervision.
the,- stat~

In the 1947 edition

"SuperTision is in general ••• an expert technical. service pri-

ma.rily concemed with studying and improving the conditions that surround
learning and pupil growth. 112
However, in the 1955 edition they stated,

"Supervision is an expert

technical service primarily aimed at studying and improving cooperatively the
factors which affect child growth and development.n3

In each definition, service and expertness are emphasized, but, in

the latter definition, the addition of the wo rd cooperatively shows a
recognition of the growing tendency toward group action in supervision.
Further change in the function of supervision is pointed ~ut .in
1 vemon L. liekell, Superintendent of PUblic Instruction, Guide to
sion Evaluation and Rec
tion of lllinoi• Schools Kinde arten
'l'hroy;h Junior College, Circular Series A, lo. 119 State cf lllinois:
September 1, 1958), P• 57.

Su

2

.Barr, Burt.on, and Brueckner, SuPn_rvision (2nd ed., .New York:
Appleton-Century-Croft.s, Inc., 1947), Po
•
~urton and Brueclmer., op. cit., (3rd ed.), p.

u.
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0rosby•• defWtion,

"Modern supervision helps the teacher to evaluate

leaming and in so doing makes it possible for the teacher to grow in

waya

which will stimulate leaming. 01
Although ea.ch

or

these definitions can be considered adequate, each

seems to single out tor major emphasis some phases of supervision while

overlooking others. A definition

or

supervision by Reeder emphasizes leader-

ship, group action, and instructional improvement, "Supervision is the emotional, intellectual and professional leadership of groups, ot teachers as
they study and improve all of the factors involved in the creative act ot
teaching.02
In these definitions, one sees that modem supervision is broader

than traditional inspection.

\iuriel Grosby, Supervision
Centu.ry-Crofts), P• 1.

2.aeeder, op, cit., P• 167.

AS

Cooperative Action (Kew X.ork: Appl.eton-

CHAPTER III

CHARACTERISTICS OF '!'HE EFFECTIVE EtJ'.MENTARY PRINCIPAL

Prescribed qualities
Ibo is the good principal, the one most likel1 te succeed, the one
most likely to be accepted as leader and supervisor by his staff? )(&nylists, giving innumerable qualities are available in textbooks, in checklists, and in educational yearbooks.

The list to follow, taken from three

sources, is a CODlposite of lists of personal qualities principals should
possess:
Ability to get along with people.
Leadership in education and in the comm.unit7.
Pleasing personality.
Organizing and executive ability.
Professional attitude and spirit.
'!'actfulness.
Liking for a.nd understanding of children.
Good judgment and comm.on sense.
Intelligence.
Physical stamina.
Strength of character.
!)notional stability and poise.
Social adjustment.
Democratic attitude.
Ability to work cooperatively with teachers to improve the
instructional program.
Fairness in decisions.

Vision.
Enthusiasm.
Ability to build good public relations.

Sense

or humor.l

While the list is quite comprehensive, it should not be regarded as a
1 Depa.rtment of El.em.entarr Principals, o • cit., XXVII, P• 138;
Burton and Brueckner, op. cit., {3rd ed.), pp. £7U80; Paul B. Jacobson,
William c. Reavis, and James D. Logsdon, The Ef'f'ective School Princig
(2nd ed,, Hew York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954), pp. 580-582.
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co.mpl.ete list of qualities.

However, the list does include qualities which

are necessary to the success of the elementary principal, and it may be used
for the purpose of self-evaluation.
SUggested qualifications
A comparative study of the professional qualifications of the
elementary superYising principal in 1928 and in 1948 shon that, in 1928,
50 per cent of the principals reporting had no degree, but, in 1948, only 4

per cent had no academic degree.

In 19281 15 per cent of the principals had

masters degrees, but, by 1948, 64 per cent held that degree. 1
Of'er the years the Department of Elementary Principals has pressed

for better qualified leadership in its

01111

ranks.

In their 1955 platform,

they suggested that each principal have the following qualifications:
A background

or

general education.
QU.ali.fications for an elementary school teacher's certificate.
3. A scholarly record, including at least a laster of Arts degree
with specialization in elementary education.
4. Service as a provisional or an assistant principal.
5. Three years• service as an elementary principal to establish
tenure.2

1.
2.

Lists of qualifications are meaningless unless subscribed to by the
persons whom they directly affect. Since the studies cited have been
research studies initiated by principals and since they show a consistent
effort toward professionalization of the principal.ship, they carry the
implication that principals are prepared to accept a leadership role in

education.
1Department of Elementary School Principals, op. cit., llVII,

P• 26.
2

.Roberta Bames, "'The Platform_You Built," The National Elementar,y
Principal, XXXV, No. 4 (December, 1955), pp. 22-2,3.

Tbe 1m;pcu:ta.nce ot good, bwen relations

The elementary principal should possess the characteristics requisite
to the success of a principal, but he will neither lead nor supervise unless
he practices good human relations.

In. his book on supervision Bart.icy' explains

the importance of' good human relations and their significance in supervision,
in his statement,

"Superrlsion is a human relations study 'Which examines the

interplay of teacher-auperrl.sor relations.ul
It is for this reason that the ability to get alang with people was
listed as the first personal quality-.

Superior ability and training must

carry with it good human relations or a dynamic leadership position will not
be held. A former principal has written wisely:

A superrl.sing principal must have good sound judgment, be sympathetic,
realize the problems from the viewpoint of the teacher, appreciate
the good points of the teacher and try to help her with her weaknesses,
and, foremost of all, be able to get along with people.I

1John A. Bartky, supervision as Hwnan Relations (Boston:

and Co., 1953J, P• 243.

D.

c.

Heath

2 valentine P. Jackson, retired principal, Longfellow School, Mattoon,
Illinois (personal letter J.

CHAPTER IV
A REVIEW OF THE STUDIES OF SUPERVISORY
.A.CTIVITIE3 AND PROCEDURES OF THE PRINCIPAL

SWDmary; of research studies
This section will include a survey of studies and research covering
supervisory activities and procedures of the principal. The developnent of
the supervisory function in the office of the supervising principal will
be obvious.

Burton and Brueckner have summarized the major superrl.sory activities
shown in earlier studiee:
1. Field work {usually inspection)
Visit schools; answer calls.
2.

Training activities

Individual and group conferences; demonstration teaching;
arrange intervisitation; direct observation; provide social
contacts; hold teachers meetings, study groups.

3. Preparing instructional materials
Prepare courses of study-; prepare, list, and discuss
instructional materials of many tn>es; prepare oral or
written materials on specialized problems

or

instruction,

ot testing, or improving specified aspects of instruction.
4. )(a.king test surveys and other inquiries
Test widely for instructional results; make reports on observed
conditions, requests; make and/or report research.

5. GiYing special attention to new teachers.
6. Aiding in selecting and introducing texts, equipment, and a:rrr other

-15.materials.

7. Participating in selecting, assigning, and transferring teachers. 1
Ev'en a cursory glance at these activities will show an emphasis on

inspection.

Too, there seems to be a preoccupation with details.

This may

be attributed to the fact that the early principal devoted considerable
time to clerical and administrative detail.
In reviewing the studies to follow, only parts will be cited.

In

general, these parts will include supervisory activities which are regarded.
with favor today or which are so widely used as to exemplify supervision
today-.
'i'he Twenty-Seventy Yearbook of the Department of Elementar,r School

Principals in :1 t_,

nation-wide survey ot elementary principals reported a

listing ot fifteen supervisory activities used by teaching and supervising
principals.

In this list, the first item is helping each teacher with her

problems, which was na.m.ed as a supervisory- activity by 97 per cent of the

principals reporting.

Other widely-used procedures included:

ll) working

with individual pupils and with parents, (2) visiting classes to observe

teaching, (3) leading teachers' meetings, (4) providing instructional
materials, and (5 J working with groups of teachers, especially on problems

ot

their own choosing.2

.ct is of interest to kn~ that in this same report, a study shows
that the only supervisory procedure considered effectiTe b;r a majority of
teachers is helping each teacher w.i..th her problems.
A study by Harman in 1947 was made on the secondary level but it

may have application to the elementary school level as well.

In this survey

1 Burton and Brueckner, op. cit., (3rd ed.J, PP• 17-18.

2Department of Elementary ~chool t'rincipals, op. cit., XXVII, p. 101.

-16(1) studying pupils and (2) conferences with individual teachers were rated

the most effective su:penisory procedures by teachers. Of lesser importance
were various group activities involving teachers.

It is also noteworthy that (1) developing pupil-learning activities
and \2J observing classes were named as two of the least effective super-

visory procedures.1
In 1956, Dayton reported a survey in which 50 elementary teachers
and

50 elementary principals were asked to give two recent examples of

e ff e c tive supervision. Analysis of the incidents showed that teachers

consider effective supervision is a "helping" procedure and that the greater
the degree of specificity, the more helpful the suggestion was considered.
ln the enumeration of helpful procedures, both by teachers and

principals, it was discovered that the activities could be listed under the
headings of:

(1) curricu.LllDl materials and instructional procedures, (2)

mental hygiene of teachers, and (3) administrative arrangement.
In the area of curriculum materials and instructional procedures,

such specific suggestions, as these, were given:
l.

The principal. prOYides direct assistance in utilization of
instructional materials.

2. 'l'he principal brings instructional materials to the classroom and
shows the teacher how to use them with particular :,oungst.ers.

3. The principal. follows through with the teacher in the deYelopment
of new techniques and procedures.
Other suggestions, which were considered helpful, were:

lo The principal waits unti~ the teacher is emotionally ready- to
accept suggestions for change.
1Allan c. Har.man, Supervision in Selected Secondary- Schools,
doctoral dissertation (Philadelphia: Universit7 of Perm.a7lvania Press, 1947),
P• 107.

·

..;J.720

The princip&L giTes direct praise for specific accomplishments.

3. '!he principal Nliffes the teacher of clerical detail.a to allow
more time for preparation and actual teaching.l
,uayton concluded~ "It becomes evident that what made the ditterence
'between success and failure (the critical behavior) was the degree of specificity in the suggestions of the principal, regarding the actiTity.• 2
In his docteral dissert;a.tion,Kerigis reported the opinions

or 135

elementaey principals and 2(1],3 elem.entaey teachers in the state ot Oklaht1>ma
with reference to thirty-seven principles of adndni•tration. A tew, which

are supen-isoey in nature, are significant here.
Both teachers and prillcipals were in substantial agreement that
the principal should have a responsibility for helping teachers select and
use

effective methods ot teaching.
A large majority

ot the principals agreed (1) the principal should

make arrangements tor teachers to visit schools in their own and other
syste.1118, and (2) the principal should devote a ajor portion or his time
to instructional leadership, with a minor portion being devoted to routine
administration detail, but teachers gave somewhat less support to these
practices.
Although both teachers and principals a.greed that the principal.,
'When exploring educational problems, should strive for individuality rather

than uniformity on the part, ot hie staff, the teachers gave greater isupport,
to this position.
It wa.s noted with intereat that neither group supported demonstration
lBenjamin Dayton, "How El.ementaey Principals Gan Improve Inatructico,"

,American School Board Journal., CXXXII (May, 1956), PP• .37-.39.
2!2!g., P• 38.

-18-

teaching by the principal.1
In a 1946 survey made by Bail, ldth the assistance of members of a

graduate class in secondary school supervision at Butler University, it

,ras

round that the five most desired types or supervising assistance were:
Percentage
of mention2

56.5

1. Constructive criticism
2.

Recmnmended new techniques and methods

26.1

25

3. Demonstration teaching

4. Recommended materials

,.

and equipment

23.3

13

Recommended professional books and articles

Appraisal.
An analysis of these studies seems to reveal certain preferred

procedures. These are, in general, those which give the teachers specific
help, but which do not threaten her teacher role in the eyes or others or
herself.

There is also a trend toward the thinking that the help should

be pupil-centered.
The more recent studies seem to show a trend ton.rd cooperative

effort and planning in supervision.

The idea of inspection is rather

generally rejected, at least on pa.per, and there seems to be some rebellion
against imposed plans and stereotyped ideas of supervision.

lHarry
eachers Conce
Unpublished doc o

sse a en, · · vers y o

·

oma., 195 , PP• 127-133.

2p. M. Bail., "Do Teachers Receive the Kind of Supervision They Desire?"
Journal Egucational Research, XL (Jfay, 1947), PP• 713-716.

CHAPTER V

MODERN TECHNIQUFS OF SUPERVISION
WHICH ARE CONSIDERED EFFECTIVE
Specitic techniques
When supervision is under discussion there is a strong tendency to
speak in

--•l"allt5e•,

but lllhen supervisory- techniques are discussed, it is

necessary- to become more specific.

They, who supervi~ must devise their

own plans of supervision, but a knowledge or effective techniques should
prove helpful.
For the purposes of this paper, lists of techniques from five
different sources were studied.
These were com:piled and are listed. and discussed below: 1
Group techniques
1.

Orientation meetings for new teachers
This ma7 or may not be supervisory- in effect.
extent that the principal

may

However, to the

meet with these teachers, orienting

them in the individual school program and the community-, this is

a facet of supervision.
2.

Pre-term meetings for planning
These meetings often. held in conjunction with orientation meetings

1Bu.rton, op8 cit., .3, PP• 146-171; Willards. Elsbree and Harold J.
llcNally, Element& School Administration and Su erv ion (lew Yorks
American Book Co., 1951 , PP• 412-42 ; William v. Hicks and lf&rshall c.
Jameson., '?he 11.ementa School Princi
At Work (Inglewood Cliffs., N. Jo:
Prentice41al.l, 1957 , PP• 52 2; Jacobson, Reavis, and Logsdon, op, cit., 2.,
PP• 113-il.22; r. Robert; Paulsen, "Administrative Principles and Techniques of
Superrl.sion," Educational Administration and Supervision, lLII (April, 1956),

PP• 203-206.

~0should center cm areas of vital concern to the teachers involved.
and should be pa.rt of a continuing plan rather~ a "laet minute"

idea.

3. stud7 groupa
()le of the best of the techniques, if initiated as a seho0l need
or interest, is the study group. A group
one phase

or

or

this type ma7 study'

curriculWll, guidance, administration, or an instructional

area.

4. WorkahCi>p
The workshop is usually- of several weeka' duration

am

allows for

an intensive study of an educational problem with expert help.
(Workshop is a misnomer sometimes given to school conferences.)

5 o GeneraJ. facul. ty meetings
Supervisory help through discussion may or may not be given in

these meetings.

Frequently, this is used as an opportunity to

discW:1s administrative details only'.

6. Ocalitt.ees
Committees can prove valuable if educational. projects with clearly

defined objectives are undertaken. Good leadership is a necessity•

7. Group conferencea
If held. around one area of

CCllllllCl>n

interest and if well-planned.,

group conferences can be vei,r helpful.
Individual techniques

1. Teacher-principal conterences
These conferences have been used frequently as a post obsen-ation
technique and, as such, have otten promoted. such tensions as to
make t.he conferences useless.

It, ho118'1'er, it is 1111derstood that

the ccmterence is centered in improving or discussing a situation

..:llo:t mutual concem, it may prove useful.

Conferences on instruc-

tional problems, or on personal problems, are sometimes requested
by the teacher and can give an opportunity for the best supervision.

2.

Directed professional reading

The principal may be able to direct the teacher to professional
books and articles, which w.ill suggest solutions to her instructional problems.
,.

Child study (case study)

Encouraging the teacher to use all means of study, including study'

of cumulative records, to learn more about a child with problems,
and assisting the teacher in this work is a worth-while supervisory
activity.

4. D•onstration teaching
This may be done by the supervisor or by aomeone else, but if this
technique is used, care must be taken to maintain good staff rela-

tionso

A. d8JIX)nstration lesson should be well-planned and should be

discussed later.

group.

This technique may be used for an individual or a

(Delllonstration lessons given by the consultants of text-

b,o ok companies should be used cautiously so that all parties

recognize the ends, to be attained, are high17 professional outcomes.)

;.

In.tervisitation
The visiting day is a technique .frequently used.

However, profes-

sional people are not in agreement that it has value.

Notwith-

standing, it t.he visiting day is well-planned, if good human

relations can be retained, and if the proper teacher uses it, many

people see value in it.
Others

1. Supervisory bulletins

-22-

Wel.l-planned., informative, and concise supervisory bulletins can

prove very helptulo
2.

Preparation of inatru.ctional materials and curriculum aids
'!'he principal may have easier access to and wider lmowledge

teaching materials.

When teachers need or request help

ot

or this

kind,

this is an effective supervisory aid.

3. Teacher-research and experimentation with instructional. procedures
When centered aro'Ulld an actual need, initiated by an alert and eager
professional staff,· this is a "M>rthwhile technique.

It can lead to

instructional. improvement with more lasting effects than would be
possible if' it were conceived by the superv-isor as a supervisory
technique.
Observation of teaching has been omitted deliberately.

Al though still

widely ued and effective in certain instances., it has been interpreted as
inspection so frequently that it does not often result in an improvement ot
instruction.
Modem supervision:

cooperative action

The techniques which are listed above can be misused.

In many

instances they represent no change in name or practice from earlier listings.

It is a modern concept, however, that these techniques be activated cooperatively. lluriel Crosby, for example, lists conferences, _demonstrations,
group work, record keeping {analyses or instructional. situations)., and even
observations as modern techniques.

Again, in each instancEt, she emphasizes

the importance ot good human relations, of the need for teacher security,
and of cooperation in the supervisory aativit,.-. 1
An

additional. technique which is being explored by educators is

action research.

Action research is a procedure designed to help discover

1 crosby, op. cit., PP• 33-100.

-2.3-

needed educational changes at the local level.

Through simple research methods

(usually the collecting of data through questionnaires and organization of that
data), a particular aspect of the school program is evaluated.

As a result of

these findings, ne9ded changes 111a7 'be made without opposition.
The value of action research is a matter of controversy.
opinion of Crosby that,

It is the

"The development or action research as a stimulant

to professional growth has been an important trend in modem education.•1
However, Fleming says:
The philosophical. concept of action research seems sound, yet there
appears to be little evidence in the literature of actual accounts
of such work and appraisals of effectiveness.
Although the tendency for teachers to·participa.te in research
activities should be encouraged, leaders must make sure that
systematic, careful, objective procedures are used. 2
In aummar;r., it can be said that these techniques, whether modem or

traditional, are only suggestions of practices, which are in current use.

It any shall be truly functional., it must be used with understanding and
wisdom.

libid., P• 180.
2Robert

s.

Fleming., •Research and Evaluation in Curricul.UJl Planning,"

Review of Educatienal. Research, XXVII (June, 1957) 3., p. 300.

CHAPTER VI
EVALUATION OF SUPERVJ.SORY PROCEDURES

It the principal accepts the supervisory role

a.nd attempts to ful-

fill it, he will need to evaluate the e.f'.fectiveness of the procedures he uses.

rt he finds himself using some of the techniques already described,
he should check himself periodicall7 to see that he is not lulled into
feeling that hia responsibility is discharged or that he can be self-satisfied
merely because he is using these techniques.

In the final analysis, they

must improve instruction in what is the best possible teacher-papil situation,
or they fail.

Guides to be used by- the elementary principal in appraising his
supervisory role are the tour aspects of evaluation ot the effectiveness of
supervision, 'Which are cited b7 Franseth:1
Finding the effects of supel"V'ision on achievement of pupils.
Finding the effects ot supel"V'ision on teaching.
Finding what teachers value most in supervision.
J:ita.mi.ning supel"V'isory practices.
These methods of evaluating supervision were established as a resULt
of a surTey of supervision in the rural schools of the United States.

The

following conclusionlJ concerning the evaluative measures, wre dra"Wn:

l. Effective supervision makes a difference in the achievement of
papils.
2. Supervision that ocm.tribut.es significantl7 to the solution <J>t
problems, recognized as important by teachers, makes a dif f erenoe
in teaching practice. Teachers change their ways of working with

1Jane Franseth., Supervision in Jtural Schools, Bulletin ••• 11
(Washington, D. C.: Office of lB:iuca.tion, United States Department o.f Bealth,
Education, and Welfare, 1955), PP• 30-39.

-25children as their understanding of t.hem increases.

3. Supervision is appreciated

by teachers when in their opinion it
helps them do their work better•

.Ill a more comprehensive summary or the evaluation of supervision,

:i;urton and Brueclmer suggest:
The effectiveness of supervision ma7 be evaluated b7 measuring or
describing in specific terms the changes and impMV'em.ents that take
place over a period of time in the total educational program., or
in &I\Y piase or element of it, as an apparent result or the leadership provided b;r those
are responsible for the improvement or
learning and instruction.

wh!

Further, they describe additional methods or evaJ.uating supervision,
which will be disc'\l!lsed briefly in the .following paragraphs •

.':>uperv'ision may be evaluated through statistical data about pupil
progress and elimination.

a study-

or

pupil progress will show canpa.rative

figures of cnrer age pupils at each grade levei ewer a period of years.

It

is assumed that the encouragement of continuous regular progress is a. policy
of the school system.

In making a study of pupil elimination, t.he holding

power of a school is an index of the effectiveness of supervision.
Another method of evaluating supervision determines changes in factors
conditioning pupil growth and achievement.
must be a study

or

In this type of evaluation, there

the achoo~ situation in terms of the status of these areas

of the school program:
Curriculum
Instruction and teaching efficiency
Changes in materials of instruction
Socio-}!D7Sical environment, including school-conmmnity relations

Finally, supervision is evaluated through appraisal and improvement
of supervisoey personnel.

'!'his met.hod of evaluation may measure the effec-

tiveness of methods and skills or of specific supervisory procedures.

also includes an evaluation of the characteristics of the supervisoro
1Burton and Brueckner, op. e:i t., P• 656

It

Frequently-, this kiJ!ld. of appra.isal is made through the use of a checklist,
which is both a sel!'-evaluative scale and a rating scale to be used by the

supervisor's ce-workers.1
A number of methods and devices have been described in th.is pa.per.
One cannot OYel"Stress the truth that evaluation of supervisory- procedure not
only

lllllSt

be employed, but also that evaluation should become continuous.

l ~ . , PP• 657-68.3.

CBAPTD VII

CONCLUSION
'.ftle broad generalization upon which this paper was based is the premise that the elementary principal, in the fullness

ot stature, is

an educa-

tional leader. This tact stands out clearly' in &n3' study of the deTelopment
and the proteasionalization of the principal.ship.
There is, howner, a minor premise conoeming the supervisory role
that is ot greater concem here.

A waming is appropriate at this point.

This JS.per indicates that there is such a divergence betnen knOldedge ot
what is good supel"lision and the practice

or

it, that it may be easier tor

the principal. to slip into either the traditional role ot inspection or the
conTenient role of laissez-faire.

Either pattem is un110rthy- ot his poei-

tion as a prof'essional leader.
'l'he m(!)st

recent studies have shown that supervision is a horizontal.

rather than a Tertical relationship.

In other words, cooperation,

or work-

ing together, sho• better results than supervision imposed by a status

leader.
Repeatedly, superrlsion as a helping procees, preferably' pupilcentered, bu been advocated.

The teacher wants specific help, but she wants

it with the understanding that her teacher-role remain intact.

This leads to

the realizatie>n that good human relations are indispensable in the supervisory relationship.

From this paper, the reader becomes aware ot two aost significant
trends in supervision today.

First, there is a trend away from inspection as a supervisory

procedure.
Second, there is the trend. toward the making

or

supervision into a

group proces• •

It the elementary principal. recognizes and accepts the changing concept
of supervision, which has its roots in good human relations,

am,

ir his

supervisory- i:ractices are carried out in recognition of these two trends, then,
he has made important progress toward the goal of inatructional improvement

through better supervision.
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